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Abstract

IPO underpricing reached astronomical levels during 1999 and 2000.We show
that the regime shift in initial returns and other elements of pricing behavior
can be at least partially accounted for by marked changes in pre-IPO owner-
ship structure and insider selling behavior over the period, which reduced key
decision makers’ incentives to control underpricing. After controlling for
these changes, the di¡erence in underpricing between 1999 and 2000 and the
preceding three years is much reduced. Our results suggest that it was ¢rm
characteristics that were unique during the ‘‘dot-com bubble’’and that pricing
behavior followed from incentives created by these characteristics.

IN 1996, FIRST-DAY RETURNS on initial public o¡erings (IPOs) averaged about 17 per-
cent (median: 10 percent). In 1999, ¢rst-day returns averaged 73 percent (median:
40 percent) before tapering o¡ to 58 percent (median: 30 percent) in 2000. Inter-
net IPOs averaged a stunning 89 percent (median: 57 percent) during 1999 and
2000. These average returns dwarf those from earlier periods and are the most
widely recognized feature of what is now commonly referred to as the ‘‘dot-com
bubble’’.1

Existing explanations for the initial return behavior of IPOs focus in large
part on informational frictions that arise among the various parties to the
transaction.2 Although it is conceivable that informational frictions became
more severe during the dot-com bubble, it strains belief that even collectively
this body of theory can account for the profound change in market behavior.With
this in mind, Loughran andRitter (2001) conjecture that issuers grewcomplacent
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as valuations spiraled, thereby heightening the agency con£ict between
issuers and their banks modeled by Baron (1982) and Biais, Bossaerts, and
Rochet (2002).
In principle, issuers can mitigate this agency con£ict in two ways: They can

realign incentives by designing contracts that make underwriters’ compensation
an increasing function of the o¡er price (as in Baron’s model), or they can moni-
tor underwriters’ marketing e¡ort and pricing behavior directly. Given the high
degree of homogeneity in underwriter compensation in the United States (Chen
and Ritter (2000)), monitoring may be the more plausible tool. The question is,
how much monitoring of underwriters’ marketing e¡ort will there be when
the issuing ¢rms themselves may be subject to internal agency problems and
monitoring is costly?
Standard principal^agent theories predict that agents will expend less e¡ort

monitoring on behalf of their principals when the agents’stake in the transaction
is smaller. So if we think of issuing ¢rms’ CEOs as agents for other shareholders
in bargaining over the IPO o¡ering price, we expect less monitoringFand thus
greater underpricingFthe smaller is CEO ownership. Similarly, fragmentation
of ownership may give rise to a ‘‘moral hazard in teams’’ problem among share-
holders collectively, resulting in less monitoring and thus greater underpricing.
Finally, Habib and Ljungqvist (2001) argue that owners are more tolerant of un-
derpricing the fewer shares they sell at the time of the IPO, because the bene¢t of
costly monitoring then is smaller. In sum, ownership structure and selling beha-
vior should in£uence the intensity of monitoring and thereby the degree of rea-
lized underpricing.
In this paper, we document profound changes in the incentives to control the

agency con£ict between issuers and underwriters among the IPOs of 1999 and
2000. For example, in 1996, pre-IPO insider ownership stakes averaged 63.9 per-
cent, but by 2000, this had declined to 51.8 percent. CEO stakes declined even
more dramatically, halving from 22.7 percent to 11.6 percent. Similarly, equity
stakes held by venture capitalists (VCs) and investment banks, as well as those
held by other corporations, declined sharply in magnitude over the period. As a
consequence, ownership became increasingly fragmented. Alongside these
changes in ownership structure, 1999 and 2000 witnessed a sharp decrease in
both the frequency and magnitude of secondary sales of existing shares by all
categories of pre-IPO owners, especially CEOs.We also show that ‘‘directed share
programs’’Fwhich provide family, friends, employees, suppliers, and, occasion-
ally,VCs the opportunity to purchase shares at the IPO price, thus generating an
incentive to underpriceFappeared in only 24.7 percent of IPOsmarketed in 1996,
but 79.2 percent in 1999 and 92.6 percent in 2000.
We test our hypothesis that these changes in ownership structure and selling

behavior helped undermine the incentives of those most directly involved in bar-
gaining over the o¡er price in a structural model of initial returns and price re-
visions between the IPO registration and o¡er dates.We ¢nd that initial returns
are larger when insider ownership stakes are smaller and more fragmented and
when insiders sell fewer shares at the o¡er price. Similarly, when CEOs and ven-
ture capitalists sell fewer shares in the IPO, price revisions, which we interpret
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as a measure of information acquired during the selling e¡ort, are less aggres-
sive.Thus, our results indicate a strong association between the aberrant pricing
of the dot-com bubble and changes in ownership structure and insider selling
behavior.
Controlling for insider ownership and sales increases substantially the

explanatory power of our regressions and accounts for a good deal of what appar-
ently set issuers during the dot-com bubble apart from their predecessors. For
example, in the underpricing regressions, dummy variable coe⁄cients associated
with high-tech and Internet ¢rms decline by more than 60 percent (but remain
statistically signi¢cant) fromestimates obtainedwithout controlling for changes
in ownership structure and secondary selling behavior. Similarly, the dummy
variable coe⁄cient for the ‘‘bubble’’ years 1999 and 2000 declines by more than
half.
These ¢ndings are robust to a variety of alternative speci¢cations. Among

other things, we have allowed for several sources of potential endogeneity bias
and considered whether there is su⁄cient information to separately identify
¢rm-speci¢c e¡ects and those associated with the bubble dummy variable. Our
central conclusion does not change. In sum, both price revisions and underpri-
cing during the dot-com bubble, although profoundly aberrant from a historical
perspective, can be at least partially explained by equally profound changes in
pre-IPO ownership structure and insider selling behavior.
The paper is organized as follows. Section I describes our sample and data. In

Section II, we show how issuing ¢rms changed between 1996 and 2000. In Section
III, we examine the in£uence of changes in pre-IPO ownership structure and in-
sider selling behavior on price revisions and initial returns. Section IVcontains
robustness tests. SectionVconcludes.

I. Sample and Data

The sample consists of ¢rms completing an initial public o¡ering between
January 1996 and December 2000. Thomson Financial’s SDC database lists
2,178 completed IPOs for that period, after excluding unit o¡ers, closed-end
funds (including REITs), ¢nancial institutions (SIC codes 60 to 63 and 67),
ADRs of companies already listed in their home countries, limited partnerships,
and penny stocks (IPOs with o¡er prices below ¢ve dollars).3 We have prospec-
tuses for all 2,178 sample IPOs. Most IPO prospectuses since early May 1996 are
available on the SEC Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis, and Retrieval
(EDGAR) service. Prospectuses for issues in January to April 1996 and for for-
eign issuers (who do not have to ¢le electronically with EDGAR) are obtained
directly from the ¢rms, from Disclosure’s Global Access, and in the case of
Canadian issuers, from the System for Electronic Document Analysis and Retrie-
val (SEDAR).
Ideally, the sample would extend farther back in time. Given the di⁄culty of

compiling prospectus data prior to 1996, we provide one historical reference

3For further information regarding the sample construction, see Benveniste et al. (2003).
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point by obtaining prospectuses for the 185 ¢rms that, according to SDC, com-
pleted a bona ¢de IPO during the fourth quarter of 1993.We refer to this set of
¢rms as the 93Q4 reference sample.
Finally, we summarize withdrawal patterns over the period by assembling

an SDC-generated sample of 748 ¢rms that withdrew their o¡erings over the
period.
SDC contains little information on ownership structure, so we hand-collect

data on CEO,VC, investment bank, and corporate ownership from prospectuses.
We classify stakes held by aVC fund a⁄liated with an investment bank as an in-
vestment bank-held stake.We use Pratt’sGuide toVenture Capital Sources, theVen-
ture Economics database, and VCs’ web sites to identify investment bank-
a⁄liatedVCorganizations. In addition, investment bankownership also includes
stakes held by the bank directly.We also identify whether the relevant bank is a
member of the underwriting syndicate. Data on the incidence and size of directed
share programs also is collected from the issuers’prospectuses.
There are signi¢cant errors in SDC’s variables for venture-backing, syndicate

size, shares outstanding pre- and post-IPO, aggregate insider equity holdings
pre- and post-IPO, earnings per share before the IPO, and use of proceeds, so we
hand-collect these variables as well.4We use some SDCaccounting data (the book
values of assets and equity, revenue, and net income) purely for illustrative pur-
poses.These have only been checked for outliers.
Internet companies are identi¢ed as in Loughran and Ritter (2001), with slight

modi¢cations.5 For thewithdrawno¡erings, Internet companies are identi¢ed on
the basis of SDC’s business descriptions. High-tech ¢rms are identi¢ed following
Loughran and Ritter’s (2001) classi¢cation.
We hand-¢ll gaps in SDC’s coverage of company founding dates and manually

check all ¢rms that according to SDC were zero to three years old at the IPO,
since Loughran and Ritter (2001) note that SDC frequently reports the most re-
cent incorporation date rather than the founding date. As in Loughran and Rit-
ter, the founding date is de¢ned as the datewhenoperations commenced. In IPOs
of corporate divisions, we attempted to determine the date when the division
commenced operations.This date normally precedes the date of the division’s in-
corporation. In roll-ups and similar acquisition-based IPOs, the founding date of
the IPO company is the earliest founding date of any of its constituent ¢rms.6

First-day trading prices are generally from the Center for Research in Security
Prices (CRSP). One hundred and eighty-three sample ¢rms are not covered in
CRSP, sowe use the prices reported in SDCandverify them against news sources
and the share price database on bigcharts.com.7

4A detailed discussion of the errors we found in the SDC data can be found at http://
pages.stern.nyu.edu/Baljungqv/research.htm.

5Based on a reading of the prospectuses, we add 18 ¢rms to Loughran and Ritter’s (2001) set
of Internet companies. They include EarthLink (an Internet service provider), Peapod (an e-
tailer), and Lifeminders.com (a personal services web site).

6We are grateful to Jay Ritter for cross-checking some of our founding dates.
7 Excluding the 183 ¢rms not covered in CRSP does not materially a¡ect our results.
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II. How Issuing Firms Changed between 1996 and 2000

A. Firm Characteristics

Table I provides a snapshot of the annual variation in issuing ¢rm characteris-
tics between 1996 and 2000.We test the signi¢cance of changes over time by re-
gressing each characteristic on an annual time trend t and report, in the last
column of the table, the signi¢cance level of the coe⁄cient estimated for t. We
use OLS to test for trends in means, median regressions to test for trends in med-
ians, and probit regressions to test for trends in binary variables.The only char-
acteristics without a signi¢cant time trend are mean revenues and mean book
value of assets.
Across the entire period, Internet ¢rms accounted for 21.7 percent of the

sample but therewas substantial variationwithin the period. In 1999, 57.4 percent
of IPOs were carried out by Internet ¢rms, compared to 2.9 to 14.8 percent in
the earlier years and 36.9 percent in 2000. High-tech companies accounted for
around a third of the sample between 1996 and 1998 but around a half in 1999
and 2000.

Table I
Descriptive Characteristics of Sample Firms

Internet companies are classi¢ed as in Loughran and Ritter (2001), with minor modi¢cations.
High-tech companies are active in SIC codes 3571, 3572, 3575, 3577, 3578 (computer hardware),
3661, 3663, 3669 (communications equipment), 3674 (electronics), 3812 (navigation equipment),
3823, 3825, 3826, 3827, 3829 (measuring and controlling devices), 4899 (communication services),
and 7370, 7371, 7372, 7373, 7374, 7375, 7378, and 7379 (software); see Loughran and Ritter. Age is
IPO year minus founding date.We lack age data for three companies. Accounting data is from
SDC. EPS data are hand-cleaned using SEC ¢lings, 10-Ks, and so forth.We test the signi¢cance
of the changes over time by regressing each characteristic on an annual time trend t, and re-
port, in the last column, the signi¢cance level of the coe⁄cient estimated for t.We use OLS to
test for trends in means, median regressions to test for trends in medians, and probit regres-
sions to test for trends in binary variables.We use n nn and n n to denote signi¢cance at the one
percent and ¢ve percent levels (two-sided), respectively. Lack of signi¢cance is indicated as ^.

1996^2000 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Trend sig.?

Number of sample ¢rms 2,178 647 454 263 448 366
Fraction Internet companies 21.7 2.9 4.9 14.8 57.4 36.9 nn n

Fraction high-tech companies 40.7 36.3 31.5 33.1 54.0 48.9 nn n

Age Mean 13.3 14.3 16.3 17.4 9.0 10.0 nn n

Median 7 8 9 8.5 4 6 nn n

Revenue ($m) Mean 182.4 152.0 126.2 180.7 290.5 174.9 F
Median 20.5 22.9 31.1 29.8 13.3 10.6 nn n

Book value of assets ($m) Mean 297.3 124.9 128.2 197.4 251.8 888.3 F
Median 23.8 17.1 22.2 24.9 24.0 33.9 nn n

Book value of equity ($m) Mean 47.9 16.7 22.7 51.1 58.7 112.0 nn

Median 3.2 3.8 5.1 3.8 0.7 � 0.6 nn n

Net income after taxes ($m) Mean � 4.5 � 0.3 � 2.1 0.1 � 7.1 � 14.3 nn n

Median � 1.1 0.5 0.9 0.1 � 5.5 � 8.6 nn n

Fraction w/EPSr0 56.7 44.2 38.8 47.2 79.0 80.3 nn n
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Age at issue declined over the period.The average issuer was 14 to 17 years old
in 1996 through 1998 versus 9 to 10 years in 1999 and 2000. The median age fell
by about a third, from 8 to 9 years in 1996 through 1998 to 4 to 6 years in 1999
and 2000. This is consistent with the patterns documented in Loughran and
Ritter (2001).
Revenue ¢gures are heavily right-skewed, re£ecting the presence of somewell-

established businesses such as Lucent Technologies (1996), Hertz (1997), Fox En-
tertainment Group (1998), United Parcel Service (1999), and AT&T Wireless
(2000). It is therefore more meaningful to focus on median revenues, which fell
sharply over the period, from $22.9 million in 1996 to $10.6 million in 2000. The
book values of assets and equityare right-skewed for similar reasons, sowe again
focus on medians. Median assets increased over the period, from $17.1 million to
$33.9 million, while median book value of equity (before the cash infusion from
the IPO) fell and even turned negative in 2000. This implies that median liabil-
ities (assets� equity) increased over the period.
Pro¢tability, as measured by net income after taxes in the most recent

12-month period before the IPO, shows a clear declining trend.The median com-
pany between 1996 and 1998 was modestly pro¢table, with net income between
$100,000 and $900,000, whereas in 1999 and 2000 the median company lost be-
tween $5.5 million and $8.6 million. The fraction of issuing ¢rms with negative
or zero earnings rose from 44 percent of sample ¢rms in 1996 to around 80 percent
in 1999 and 2000.

B. Transaction Characteristics

Table II characterizes the IPO transactions. Mean gross proceeds nearly
tripled over the period ($57.4 million in 1996 versus $164.9 million in 2000). Med-
ians remained relatively stable in 1996 through 1998, around $33 million to $40
million, but then jumped to $60.8 million in 1999 and $76.8 million in 2000. The
use of proceeds also changed sharply. The incidence of ¢rms raising money pri-
marily to fund operating expenses (such as sales and marketing, working capi-
tal), as opposed to debt reduction, funding acquisitions, or capital expenditure,
rose from 40 percent of IPOs or less in 1996 through 1998 to 67.2 percent in 1999
and 72.7 percent in 2000. Thus ¢rms increasingly turned to the IPO market to
¢nance day-to-day operations, rather than investment plans or balance sheet
restructuring. In large part, this pattern re£ects the decline, or even absence, of
current earnings in 1999 and 2000.
The average underwriting syndicate consisted of 19 banks in 1996, falling to 15

in 2000. This is noteworthy given the increase in o¡er size over the period. On
risk-sharing grounds, one might expect an increase in syndicate size. Although
not shown inTable II, the number of lead and colead underwriters (SDC variable
NUMMGR) actually increased, from 2.4 in 1996 to 3.7 in 2000, implying an even
sharper decline in the number of nonmanaging syndicate members over the per-
iod. Using the Loughran and Ritter (2001) updated version of the Carter and
Manaster (1990) underwriter reputation ranking (scaled from 0 to 9.1), the mean
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Table II
Descriptive Characteristics of SampleTransactions

Gross proceeds exclude the overallotment option.The mainuse of proceeds is identi¢ed manually, using the numerical breakdown of intended uses
if provided in a prospectus, or else based on a reading of the ‘‘Use of Proceeds’’section. If the wording does not allow us to rank intended uses, we
treat the company as not having an identi¢able main use of proceeds. Syndicate size is the number of banks making up the syndicate, hand-col-
lected from the prospectuses. Underwriter rankings are based on the Loughran and Ritter (2001) update of the Carter and Manaster (1990) tomb-
stone measure. The expected o¡er price is computed as the midpoint of the indicative ¢ling range. Price revisions are the percentage update
between the expected and ¢nal o¡er price.The initial return is the ¢rst-day close over the o¡er price, minus one. Directed Share Programs reserve
shares for preferential allocation to individuals chosen by the issuer.We use n nn to denote signi¢cance at the one percent level (two-sided). Lack of
signi¢cance is indicated asF.

1996^2000 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Trend sig.?

Number of sample ¢rms 2,178 647 454 263 448 366
Gross proceeds ($m) Mean 93.0 57.4 63.0 85.7 120.3 164.9 n n n

Median 45.6 33.0 32.8 40.0 60.8 76.8 n n n

Fraction w/main use of proceeds
‘‘operating expenses’’ 47.7 39.6 28.2 33.1 67.2 72.7 n n n

Syndicate size Mean 16.9 19.0 17.9 15.6 15.4 15.0 n n n

Median 16 19 18 16 15 14 n n n

Underwriter reputation rankings Mean 7.5 7.0 7.0 7.2 8.1 8.3 n n n

Median 8.1 8.1 8.1 8.1 9.1 9.1 n n n

Expected o¡er price ($) Mean 12.4 12.1 12.1 12.3 12.4 13.4 n n n

Median 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 13.0 F
Withdrawals Frequency (withdrawn/attempted IPOs, %) 25.6 10.4 22.7 32.6 17.5 37.7 n n n

Internet Fraction of withdrawals 31.2 2.7 3.0 13.4 16.8 67.4 n n n

Final o¡er price ($) Mean 13.1 12.2 11.9 12.3 14.5 14.8 n n n

Median 12.5 12.0 11.0 12.0 14.0 14.0 n n n

Price revisions (%) Mean 5.8 0.9 -2.3 -0.1 18.7 12.6 n n n

Std. dev. 29.3 21.4 18.4 22.7 36.8 38.4
Median 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.2 6.7 n n n

Fraction priced above range 31.5 23.5 22.3 24.0 49.8 40.2 n n n

Fraction priced below range 22.8 23.2 28.6 27.8 13.8 22.1 n n n

Initial returns (%) Mean 35.7 17.4 14.1 23.0 73.3 57.7 n n n

Std. dev. 63.9 23.7 17.8 52.3 96.3 78.3
Median 13.9 10.0 9.2 10.0 39.5 29.6 n n n

Directed Share Programs Fraction of sample 50.2 24.7 28.9 41.4 79.2 92.6 n n n

Mean size (% of pre-IPO shares outstanding) 6.8 6.7 6.0 6.9 7.1 6.9 F
Median 5.0 5.0 5.0 6.0 5.8 5.1 n n n
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underwriter ranking increased from 7 in 1996 to 8.3 in 2000. Indeed, from 1999
onwards, the median IPO ¢rm hired a top-ranked (rank of 9.1) investment bank.
The expected o¡er price, re£ected in the mean of the indicative price range

included in the issuer’s S-1 ¢ling, increased from $12.1 in 1996 to $13.4 per share
in 2000 (the median increased one dollar to $13, but this trend is not signi¢cant).
The withdrawal frequency (estimated as the number of withdrawals in year t
divided by the sum of the number of withdrawals and the number of completed
IPOs in year t) among sample ¢rms in 1996 was about 10 percent.This frequency
rose sharply over the sample period, culminating in a withdrawal frequency of
37.7 percent in 2000.8 In 2000, Internet companies accounted for 67.4 percent of
the 221 withdrawn o¡erings. Conditional on completing the o¡ering, ¢nal o¡er
prices also increased over the period, from ameanof $12.2 in 1996 to $14.8 in 2000,
higher than in any year since 1985.Themedian rose from $12 to $14. Concurrently,
the average price revision from the mean of the indicative price range rose from
0.9 percent in 1996 (with 23.5 percent of sample ¢rms priced above the upper end
of the ¢ling range and 23.2 percent priced below the lower end) to a high of 18.7
percent in 1999 (when 50 percent of o¡erings were priced above the suggested
price range and only 14 percent below).The price revision distribution remained
highly skewed in 2000. Despite the rising frequency of positive revisions, average
¢rst-day returns increased sharply and their distribution became considerably
more right-skewed, with extreme positive outliers increasing in both frequency
and size.
A ¢nal distinguishing feature of the sample transactions is the growing popu-

larity of directed share programs (DSPs), sometimes referred to as friends and
family programs. In a DSP, the issuer sets aside a fraction of the IPO for prefer-
ential allocation to designated individuals (including executives and other board
members) or members of prede¢ned groups such as employees, customers, strate-
gic corporate partners, and so forth.9 In 1996, 24.7 percent of IPOs included a
DSP, compared to 19 percent in the 93Q4 reference sample. The fraction rose to
79.2 percent of issuers in 1999 and 92.6 percent in 2000. The average size of the
DSP remained stable over the sample period, averaging just under 7 percent of
the shares on o¡er, with clustering at 5 percent and 10 percent. In the 93Q4 refer-
ence sample, the average DSP is somewhat smaller, at 5.4 percent, and clustering
is less pronounced.

C. Changes in the Pre-IPOOwnership Structure of Issuing Firms

The SEC requires issuers to disclose, in their prospectus, the bene¢cial owner-
ship of common stock by directors, director nominees, and executive o⁄cers, as
well as every selling shareholder and each person or entity with an equity stake

8Withdrawals also spiked in 1998 as ¢rms abandoned their IPOs in the wake of the Long-
Term Capital Management crisis (in September and October 1998, withdrawn IPOs outnum-
bered completed IPOs by nine to one).

9Unfortunately, prospectuses often fail to identify speci¢c bene¢ciaries and virtually never
provide a share breakdown, so it is impossible to systematically collect quantitative or quali-
tative information on allocations to key decision makers such as the CEO.
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exceeding ¢ve percent of the outstanding stock.10 Frequently, issuers voluntarily
disclose smaller stakes as well. The prospectus also reports the aggregate stake
held by all directors and executive o⁄cers as a group, whom we refer to collec-
tively as insiders.This measure excludes stakes held by anyone who is not repre-
sented on the board and is not a senior executive of the ¢rm (e.g., employee stock
ownership programs, junior participants in syndicated VC funding rounds, or
corporate investors holding only small stakes). By this measure, pre-IPO insider
ownership averages 61 percent over the sample period. Table III shows a mono-
tonic decline in average insider ownership from 63.9 percent in 1996 to 51.8 per-
cent in 2000.
Over the entire sample period, CEOs on average owned 20.5 percent of pre-IPO

shares outstanding.This is comparable to levels documented by Baker and Gom-
pers (1999). The distribution of CEO stakes is right-skewed, re£ecting the pre-
sence of closely held ¢rms managed by their founders; median CEO ownership
is 8.9 percent. CEO ownership declined from 22.7 percent in 1996 to 11.6 percent
in 2000 on average, or from 10.4 percent to 5.3 percent for the median ¢rmFde-
spite ¢rms being younger. By comparison, in the 93Q4 reference sample, the aver-
age (median) CEO owned 24 percent (10.8 percent).
Investment banks held equity stakes in a little over a quarter of companies over

the sample period. These stakes can be direct holdings (perhaps re£ecting pay-
ment for services rendered) or indirect holdings by a bank’s private equity or ven-
ture capital funds. In the ¢rst three years of the sample period, bank-held stakes
were present in only 14.5 percent to 21.3 percent of sample ¢rms. In 1999 and 2000,
by contrast, this fraction rose to 40 percent and 44 percent, respectively. Condi-
tional on having a bank-held stake, the mean stake size ranged from 22.1percent
in 1997 to 10.5 percent in 1999, with a sample mean of 14.5 percent. Though not
monotonic, there is a negative trend in the mean stake size over the period that
is signi¢cant at the one percent level.
When an investment bank is a shareholder, it usually, but not always, acts as an

underwriter. The frequency with which one or more of the investment bank-
shareholders act as lead or comanager peaked at just under 80 percent in 1999
and 2000. NASD Conduct Rule 2720 requires the appointment of a ‘‘quali¢ed in-
dependent underwriter’’ (QIU) in cases where one of the lead underwriters is a
bene¢cial owner of 10 percent or more of any of an issuer’s class of outstanding
securities or is participating in the distribution of an a⁄liate’s shares. (The de¢-
nition of an a⁄liate includes, e.g., parent companies.) The QIU’s role is to perform
due diligence on the company, review and participate in the preparation of the
prospectus and registration statement, and recommend a maximum price for
the o¡ering to mitigate fears of overpricing.
Across the entire sample, 1,191of the 2,178 IPOs were backed by (noninvestment

bank a⁄liated) venture capital or private equity funds.We refer to these collec-
tively as VC-backed IPOs. In 1996 through 1998, VC-backed IPOs accounted for

10Bene¢cial ownership includes options that are exercisable within 60 days of the IPO. In
the case of ¢rms with dual class stock, we compute ownership as the fraction of cash £ow
rights (as opposed to control rights) an individual holds.
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Table III
Ownership Structure Pre-IPO

Ownership data is hand-collected from IPO prospectuses.‘‘Insiders’’are directors and executive o⁄cers as a group.VC-backing information comes
from the prospectuses and includes backing by either venture capitalists or private equity (middle-market, buy-out, merchant banking) funds.
Corporate shareholders are bona ¢de operating companies and exclude shell companies owned by founders or executives.Mean and median invest-
ment bank,VC, and corporate stakes are conditional on having such stakes. Equity carve-outs are de¢ned as 100 percent corporate-owned IPO
¢rms. Ownership concentration is measured using a Her¢ndahl index, here computed as the sum of the squared equity stakes held by CEOs,VCs,
corporates, and investment banks.Weuse n n n and nn to denote signi¢cance at the one percent and ¢ve percent levels (two-sided), respectively. Lack
of signi¢cance is indicated asF.

1996^2000 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Trend sig.?

Number of sample ¢rms 2,178 647 454 263 448 366

Pre-IPO insider stakes Mean (%) 61.0 63.9 63.9 62.7 60.5 51.8 n nn

Median 64.5 68.3 68.9 67.7 63.3 54.2 n nn

CEO stakes Mean (% of pre-IPO shares outstanding) 20.5 22.7 26.2 23.3 17.3 11.6 n nn

Median 8.9 10.4 12.8 11.8 8.0 5.3 n nn

Investment bank stakes Fraction w/investment bank stake 26.6 18.2 14.5 21.3 40.0 44.0 n nn

Mean stake (% of pre-IPO shares outstanding) 14.5 17.3 22.1 15.6 10.5 13.5 n nn

Median 7.9 11.2 11.0 7.4 6.9 7.5 n nn

Fraction where bank shareholder is
also underwriter 75.0 69.5 66.7 73.2 78.2 79.5 n n

VC-backing FractionVC-backed 54.7 49.6 42.3 43.7 66.5 72.4 n nn

Mean stake (% of pre-IPO shares outstanding) 40.4 44.1 38.7 40.4 37.5 40.4 n n

Median 37.9 44.3 33.4 33.6 34.4 39.6 n nn

Corporate stakes Fraction w/corporate stake 39.3 35.9 33.7 29.7 46.7 50.3 n nn

Mean stake (% of pre-IPO shares outstanding) 40.4 42.3 42.1 47.7 40.7 33.0 n n

Median 23.8 25.1 23.7 36.0 27.3 18.0 n n

Equity carve-outs as fraction of sample
w/corporate stake 16.0 19.4 19.6 21.8 12.4 10.3 n nn

Ownership concentration
(Her¢ndahl) Mean 0.35 0.37 0.37 0.35 0.34 0.32 n nn

Median 0.25 0.28 0.25 0.24 0.23 0.25 F
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less than half the sample. By contrast, 66.5 percent of issuing ¢rms were VC-
backed in 1999 and 72.4 percent in 2000. Aggregate venture capital stakes, hand-
collected from IPO prospectuses, declined over the period, from 44.1 percent of
pre-IPO equity in 1996 to 37.5 percent in 1999, before rising again in 2000, to 40.4
percent.
Corporations held equity stakes in 856 sample ¢rms (39.3 percent).11 This in-

cludes both equity carve-outs of wholly owned subsidiaries £oated by their par-
ents (137 sample ¢rms), and cases where corporations such as Cisco and
Microsoft, or P¢zer and Merck, held strategic stakes in ¢rms in their respective
industries.While the frequency of corporate stakes increased substantially over
the period, conditional on corporate stakes being present, the average stake size
fell by around a quarter, from 42.3 percent in 1996 to 33 percent in 2000. On net,
corporate ownership (calculated over all IPO ¢rms) remained constant over the
period.The number of equity carve-outs has trended down from 45 in 1996 to 19
in 2000.
Computing aHer¢ndahl index as the sumof the squared ownership interests of

the CEO,VC, investment banking, and corporate shareholders provides a sum-
mary measure of ownership concentration. The index ranges from zero to one,
with zero corresponding to the number of shareholders tending to in¢nity and
one indicating a single shareholder. By construction, the index rises with varia-
tion in ownership stakes.Thus, a company with two shareholders holding 90 per-
cent and 10 percent, respectively, is more concentrated than a company with two
shareholders holding 50 percent each. In the sample as a whole, the index mea-
sures 0.35 and trends down over time, from 0.37 in 1996 to 0.32 in 2000, suggesting
that pre-IPO ownership became more fragmented over time.The median, on the
other hand, is more stable.

D. Changes in Insider Selling Behavior and Post-IPO Ownership Structure

Table IV summarizes a sharp decline in the frequency of insider sales over the
sample period. More than one third of IPOs included secondary stock in 1996
through 1998. In 1999, 19.2 percent of IPOs included secondary sales and the frac-
tion declined further, to 8.5 percent, in 2000. As a consequence, the average frac-
tion of pre-IPO shares outstanding sold at the IPO declined, from 4.9 percent in
1996 to 0.7 percent in 2000, as did the share of secondary sales in the average o¡er,
from 9.8 percent in 1996 to 2 percent in 2000.
The frequency of secondary sales by CEOs declined even more sharply, to less

than one percent of sample ¢rms in 2000. In 1996,VCs participated in secondary
sales in 23.1 percent of the IPOs by ¢rms they backed.The frequency declined to
6.4 percent in 1999 and 2.6 percent in 2000. Likewise, in 1996 through 1998, sec-
ondary sales by investment banks occurred in between 19.6 percent and 33.3 per-
cent of the IPOs in which banks held equity stakes. In 1999, the frequency of such
sales fell to 7.3 percent and then to 1.9 percent in 2000.The incidence of sales by

11We do not count as corporate stakes equity held by ‘‘shell’’ companies owned by founders
or executives.
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Table IV
Insider Sales at the IPO

Secondary sales denote sales of existing shares. Incidents of CEOs,VCs, investment banks, or corporates selling shares at the IPO are identi¢ed
from the prospectuses.‘‘Insiders’’are directors and executive o⁄cers as a group.We use n nn to denote signi¢cance at the one percent level (two-
sided). Lack of signi¢cance is indicated asF.

1996^2000 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Trend sig.?

Number of sample ¢rms 2,178 647 454 263 448 366
Secondary sales Fraction w/ secondary sales 27.6 37.1 34.1 33.5 19.2 8.5 n n n

Mean (% of pre-IPO shares outstanding) 3.5 4.9 5.3 3.9 2.0 0.7 n n n

Median 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 F
Secondary sales as a fraction of o¡er size 7.5 9.8 10.3 9.2 4.6 2.0 n n n

Key shareholders selling Fraction w/ CEO sales at IPO 9.7 15.3 12.1 12.2 4.9 0.8 n n n

Fraction of VC-backed IPOs w/ VC sales at IPO 14.4 23.1 23.4 23.5 6.4 2.6 n n n

Fraction of bank-backed IPOs w/ bank sales at IPO 13.3 23.7 33.3 19.6 7.3 1.9 n n n

Fraction of corporate-backed IPOs w/ corporate sales at IPO 20.0 28.9 30.1 26.9 10.5 8.2 n n n

Post-IPO insider stakes Mean (%) 44.3 44.6 43.9 43.8 46.9 41.2 F
Median 46.2 46.3 46.1 48.0 49.7 42.7 F
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corporate shareholders fell from 28.9 percent in 1996 to 8.2 percent in 2000.This,
in part, re£ects the falling number of equitycarve-outs, which, byde¢nition, have
a large secondary component.12

Post-IPO insider ownership declined much less sharply (and indeed not signif-
icantly), from 44.6 percent in 1996 to 41.2 percent in 2000, re£ecting both the re-
duction in the incidence and amount of insider selling and smaller o¡er sizes as a
fraction of shares outstanding (the free £oat).

III. The Determinants of Price Revisions and Underpricing

In this section, we examine the in£uence of changes in pre-IPO ownership
structure and insider selling behavior on the price revision process and initial
returns during the dot-com bubble.We use ordinary least squares to provide a
benchmarkestimationof each model.We later allow for possible reverse causality
and potential endogeneity of several key explanatory variables.The structure of
our empirical model is based on the Benveniste and Spindt (1989) paradigm.13

A. Price Revisions

Price revisions are measured as the percentage di¡erence between the o¡er
price and the mean of the indicative price range. Price revisions are assumed to
re£ect information acquired from informed investors. Benveniste and Spindt
(1989) argue that truthful revelation of positive information requires favoring co-
operative investors with preferential allocations of underpriced shares.Thus, un-
derwriters only ‘‘partially adjust’’ the o¡er price to the information they acquire.
Other things equal, revelation of more favorable information requires a greater
inducement, implying a positive relation between price revisions and initial re-
turns of the sort ¢rst observed by Hanley (1993).14 From this perspective, the
mean of the indicative price range is interpreted as anunconditional expectation
of the issuer’s share value, with the o¡er price then a conditional estimate.

12Excluding equity carve-outs from the estimation sample used in the regressions discussed
in the next section does not materially a¡ect our conclusions.

13We follow previous work by Ljungqvist, Jenkinson, and Wilhelm (2001), Ljungqvist and
Wilhelm (2002), and Benveniste et al. (2003) in the design of our empirical model. In doing
so, we essentially adopt the Benveniste^Spindt paradigm in which underpricing re£ects par-
tial adjustment to the revelation of positive information, and price revisions and underpricing
are implicitly simultaneously determined. If this paradigm is substantially £awed, our conclu-
sions could be distorted by the structure we have imposed on the empirical analysis.
Although it does not subsume the entire range of explanations proposed for IPO underpri-
cing, the Benveniste^Spindt paradigm has been extended to incorporate the winner’s curse
examined by Rock (1986) (see Benveniste andWilhelm (1990)) and the agency con£ict between
the issuer and its bank studied by Baron (1982) (see Biais et al. (2002)). In general, its validity
is not mutually exclusive of other theories of underpricing.

14 The positive relation is reinforced by e⁄ciency considerations that call for concentrating
share discounts in states where there is little risk of allocating discounted shares to investors
who showed weak interest in the deal. See Benveniste and Spindt (1989) and Benveniste and
Wilhelm (1990) for development of this point.
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We implicitlyassume that an agency problembetween the issuer and underwri-
ter in the spirit of Baron (1982) and Biais et al. (2002) gives rise to underpricing.
Other things equal, then, insiders should bargain for more aggressive positive
revisions when their stakes are larger and more concentrated and when they
are selling more secondary shares in the IPO.Thus we predict a positive relation
between price revisions and the various measures of insider ownership stakes
and concentration and a positive relation between price revisions and measures
of insider sales. We attempt to isolate these e¡ects by controlling for ¢rm and
o¡er characteristics.
We also control for valuation-relevant information that comes to light during a

company’s bookbuilding phase. Speci¢cally, we conjecture that relevant informa-
tion may spill over from the secondary market and from the bookbuilding experi-
ences of contemporaneous o¡erings. We attempt to capture the former by
including the return on a share price index, measured from the ¢ling date to the
e¡ective date of the o¡ering (the bookbuilding phase).We use an industry-speci-
¢c index to isolate information spilling over from ¢rms sharing a common valua-
tion factor with the issuing ¢rm.The industry index is computed as the equally
weighted return on ¢rms in a particular Fama and French (1997) industry,15 using
the universe of ¢rms available in CRSP.
Benveniste, Busaba, andWilhelm (2002) argue that price revisions incorporate

information spilling over from the bookbuilding e¡orts of the issuer’s contempor-
aries in the primary market. For instance, if other ¢rms subject to a common va-
luation factor exhibited aggressive positive price revisions, an issuing ¢rm may
infer that investors revealed positive information about the valuation factor and
increase its o¡er price in response.We de¢ne an issuer’s contemporaries as ¢rms
in the same Fama and French (1997) industry completing an IPO between the is-
suer’s registration and o¡ering dates. Following the Benveniste and Spindt (1989)
intuition, we use the mean initial return of the issuer’s contemporaries as the
measure of the information revealed in contemporaries’ IPOs.16

Table V reports the least-squares estimation of four models that di¡er in the
ownership and insider sales variables we include but otherwise control for the
same e¡ects. Standard errors are adjusted for the bias caused by time clustering
of observations.17 Some care should be taken in interpreting the coe⁄cients
because extreme negative feedback increases the likelihood of an o¡er being
withdrawn. For instance, Benveniste et al. (2003) show that ¢rms in nascent in-
dustries are more likely to withdraw in response to negative news and increase

15 Fama and French (1997) aggregate ¢rms by four-digit SIC code into 48 industries. Benve-
niste et al. (2003) show that spillovers based on this aggregation are more informative than
spillovers de¢ned by individual SIC codes.

16We follow Benveniste et al. (2003) in our speci¢cation but see also Lowry and Schwert
(2002) on this point.

17When many companies go public at the same point in time, it is questionable whether
their residuals are cross-sectionally independent. Thus, we replace the i.i.d. assumption with
the weaker assumption that observations are independent for companies at di¡erent points in
time, but not necessarily for companies going public in the same month, and adjust the var-
iance estimator accordingly.
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TableV
Least-Squares Price Revision Regressions

The dependent variable in regressions (1) through (4) and (6) is the price revision from the midpoint of the initial ¢ling range to the o¡er price,
relative to the midpoint.The dependent variable in regression (5) is Loughran and Ritter’s (2001) update of the Carter andManaster (1990) invest-
ment bank ranking variable. Firm and o¡er characteristics are de¢ned as inTables I to IV.The two spillover variables are measured between the S-
1 ¢ling date and the ¢nal pricing date (the bookbuilding phase). Contemporary underpricing is computed as the average ¢rst-day return of all
IPOs in the issuer’s Fama and French (1997) industry that started trading during the bookbuilding phase.The industry return is computed as the
equally weighted return on all ¢rms in the issuer’s Fama^French industry, using the universe of firms available in CRSP.Models (1) through (4) are
estimated using OLS. Model (6) is estimated using 2SLS, with (5) being the first stage. Standard errors are shown in italics.They are adjusted for
time clustering by assuming that observations are independent for companies at different points in time, but not necessarily for companies which
go public in the same month.They are more conservative thanWhite (1980) standard errors.We use n nn , n n, and n to denote significance at the 1
percent, 5 percent, and 10 percent levels (two-sided), respectively.The number of observations is 2,175. (We lack age data for three firms.)

Column (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

DependentVariable:
Price

Revision
Price

Revision
Price

Revision
Price

Revision
Investment

Bank Ranking
Price

Revision
OLS OLS OLS OLS OLS 2SLS

Pre-IPO ownership
CEO stake 0.008

0.020
VC stake � 0.018

0.022
Investment bank stake � 0.074 n

0.038
Corporate stake � 0.021

0.020
Ownership concentration (Her¢ndahl) � 0.011

0.015
Insider sales at the IPO
Size of insider sales 0.056

0.057
Size of CEO sales 0.519 nn n 3.145 nn 0.531 n n n

0.140 1.370 0.143
Size of VC sales 0.170 n � 2.564 n n n 0.187 n n

0.089 0.806 0.088
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Size of investment bank sales � 0.027 0.172 0.019
0.309 2.402 0.321

Size of corporate sales � 0.069 � 1.511 n nn � 0.069
0.051 0.393 0.050

Spillover variables
Mean contemporary underpricing 0.141 nn n 0.142 nn n 0.142 n nn 0.142 n nn 0.026 0.143 nn n

0.029 0.029 0.029 0.029 0.119 0.029
Industry return 0.287 n n n 0.286 nn n 0.285 nn n 0.284 n nn ^0.108 0.278 n nn

0.043 0.043 0.043 0.043 0.154 0.042
Firm and o¡er characteristics
ln(11age) � 0.014 n � 0.013 n � 0.013 n � 0.014 n n 0.063 n � 0.013 n

0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.036 0.007
5 1 if high-tech industry 0.028 n n 0.028 nn 0.028 n n 0.028 n n 0.342 n nn 0.030 nn

0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.067 0.013
5 1 if Internet company 0.127 nn n 0.128 nn n 0.128 n nn 0.128 n nn 0.225n nn 0.131 n nn

0.020 0.020 0.019 0.020 0.072 0.020
Investment bank ranking 0.024 n nn 0.022 nn n 0.022 n nn 0.022 n nn 0.014 nn

0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.006
Syndicate size � 0.002 n nn � 0.002 n n n � 0.002nn n � 0.002 nn n 0.012 n nn � 0.001 n n

0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.004 0.001
5 1 if venture backed 0.911 n nn

0.079
ln(¢ling amount) 1.430 n nn

0.076
‘‘Bubble’’
5 1 if in 1999 or 2000 � 0.026 � 0.029 � 0.029 � 0.027 � 0.078 � 0.016

0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.096 0.023
Constant � 0.159 n nn � 0.153 nn n ^0.155 n n n � 0.156 n nn 1.051 n nn � 0.115 n nn

0.029 0.026 0.026 0.026 0.281 0.035
R2/McFadden’s R2 22.40 % 22.28 % 22.28 % 22.47 % 52.76 % 22.22 %
F-test all coe¡.50 21.21 nn n 36.02 n nn 34.48 nn n 27.30 nn n 86.15 n nn 27.66 n n n

TableVFcontinued
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their proceeds in response to positive news.Thus, the coe⁄cients we report are
estimated conditional upon an o¡ering going ahead.
Note ¢rst that pre-IPO ownership stakes appear to have little in£uence on

price revisions. This is true in both model (1), where we control separately for
the stakes of CEOs, venture capitalists, investment banks, and corporate share-
holders, and in model (2), where we control for the level of ownership concentra-
tion. Model (3) introduces insider sales, measured as the reduction in shares
owned by directors and executives as a group, relative to shares outstanding.
This variable has the predicted positive e¡ect on price revisions but is insignif-
icant. In model (4), we disaggregate insider sales into sales by CEOs,VCs, invest-
ment banks, and other corporations, and ¢nd that the sales of the ¢rst two are
associated with larger price revisions (po0.001 and p5 0.063, respectively). Spe-
ci¢cally, a one percent increase in the size of CEO or VC sales increases o¡er
prices by 0.519 percent and 0.17 percent, respectively, relative to the midpoint of
the range.
The coe⁄cients estimated for contemporaneous underpricing of IPOs in the

same industry and the industry return during the issuer’s bookbuilding
phase are highly signi¢cant (po0.001) and suggest a large economic in£uence
over price revisions. A two-quartile increase in mean underpricing among
contemporaneous o¡erings, from the ¢rst to the third quartile, translates into
an increase in the issuer’s price revision from 2 percent to 8.1 percent, holding
all other covariates in model (4) at their sample means. In other words, we ob-
serve substantially more aggressive pricing when the issuer’s contemporaries
are enthusiastically received by investors and therefore su¡ermore severe under-
pricing. Similarly, a corresponding increase in the industry return translates
into an increase in the issuer’s price revision from 2.7 percent to 7.4 percent.
Although not reported inTableV, the return on a market-wide index (the equally
weighted combined CRSP index) during the bookbuilding phase has no
additional explanatory power over and above the industry return in the models
estimated.
Price revisions are inversely related to the log of the issuing ¢rm’s age (po0.068

or better across the four models) and larger for high-tech (po0.04) or Internet-
related ¢rms (po0.001). Our interpretation of these variables is that younger
¢rms and ‘‘new economy’’ ¢rms su¡er greater uncertainty. From the Benveniste
and Spindt (1989) perspective, such ¢rms are most likely to bene¢t from informa-
tion acquisition during bookbuilding.The signs estimated for each coe⁄cient are
consistent with this interpretation, bearing in mind that extreme negative feed-
back received during bookbuilding would likely lead such ¢rms to withdraw
instead. Continuing this line of reasoning, price revisions increase with bank
reputation (po0.001) suggesting that more reputable banks extract more infor-
mation from potential investors and incorporate it more aggressively in the o¡er
price.
Syndicate size has a negative e¡ect on price revisions (po0.01). Aggarwal,

Prabhala, and Puri (2002) use proprietary allocation data to show that
larger syndicates allocate signi¢cantly more stock to retail investors. Higher
retail allocations, in turn, may come at the expense of less price discovery in
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the bookbuilding phase (Ljungqvist and Wilhelm (2002)). The negative sign
on the coe⁄cient estimated for syndicate size is consistent with this inter-
pretation. Alternatively, syndicate size may simply pick up larger o¡erings
tending to have smaller revisions (Benveniste et al. (2003)). However, if we
control separately for the log of the ¢ling amount (not shown), we continue
to ¢nd a signi¢cant and negative relation between syndicate size and price
revisions.
InTable II, we showed that price revisionswere substantially larger in 1999 and

2000. In the regressions of Table V, the statistical insigni¢cance of the (bubble)
dummy variable for the years 1999 and 2000 indicates that changes in ¢rm and
o¡er characteristics and in insider selling behavior can fully explain the time-
series patterns in price revisions inTable II. In other words, we ¢nd no evidence
that price revisions during the dot-com bubble behaved di¡erently after control-
ling for other factors.
Self-selection bias may cause the coe⁄cients estimated for the e¡ect of bank

reputation on the extent of price revisions in models (1) to (4) to overstate the
bene¢cial e¡ect of engaging a highly ranked bank. If ¢rms with the most to learn
during bookbuilding choose the top underwriters, the positive correlation be-
tween bank reputation and price revisions may not be causal but a by-product
of the selection behavior of such ¢rms.We therefore estimate a 2SLS version of
model (4) that explicitly treats underwriter choice as endogenous (see also Habib
and Ljungqvist (2001)). The ¢rst stage relates underwriter choice to all indepen-
dent regressors in (4) and two additional variables added to ensure identi¢cation:
A dummy equaling one if the issue isVC-backed and the log of the intended o¡er
size, in millions of dollars.
The economic rationale for the instruments is as follows. By virtue of being

repeat players in the IPO market, venture capitalists can develop long-term rela-
tionships with top-tier underwriters, and thereby increase the chances that such
underwriters will lead-manage a given IPO. This argument is consistent with
Megginson and Weiss’s (1991) ¢nding that VC-backed IPOs are underwritten by
more prestigious investment banks. As for o¡er size, a given degree of percentage
underpricing translates into a larger wealth loss to the owners, the larger the
deal.This in turn creates an incentive to choose a top-tier underwriter in an at-
tempt to reduce the degree of underpricing.18

The underwriter choice equation is reported as model (5). In short, more pres-
tigious underwriters are chosen by venture-backed and older ¢rms, those ¢ling
larger o¡ers, and companies with greater valuation uncertainty (as captured by

18 For VC-backing and intended o¡er size to be valid instruments, they have to be uncorre-
lated with price revisions. Davidson and MacKinnon (1993, p. 236) outline a test of the joint
null hypothesis that the equation is properly speci¢ed and the instruments are valid instru-
ments (i.e., uncorrelated with the error term of the second stage regression). The test is based
on a regression of the IV residuals on the full instrument matrix and generates a Lagrange
Multiplier statistic that under the null is distributed w2(m), where m is the number of over-
identifying restrictions (one, in our case). In our 2SLS model, the test statistic is 0.067
(p5 0.796).We can thus not reject that VC-backing and the log of intended o¡er size are valid
instruments.
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the two dummies for high-tech and Internet businesses). Historically, as
Loughran and Ritter (2001) point out, prestigious investment banks did not
underwrite o¡erings by high-risk issuers. On the other hand, these issuers
have more to gain from the (presumably) superior information production or cer-
ti¢cation capability of a prestigious bank. The positive relation between under-
writer rank and valuation uncertainty in our sample period is consistent with
this interpretation.
Higher-quality underwriters may enable insiders, such as the CEO, to sell

more equity in the IPO, perhaps because their certi¢cation ability allows
the insiders to sell more shares without negative repercussions. If an under-
writer’s certi¢cation ability is well known, then it seems reasonable that
insiders who intend to sell more equity will take certi¢cation ability into account
when making their choice of underwriter. We therefore treat insider sales as
exogenous in the underwriter choice model.We ¢nd that CEO sales are positively
associated with higher-ranked underwriters (p5 0.025), consistent with the
hypothesis that CEOs take a greater interest in the quality of their lead
manager when they sell stock in the IPO. VC sales, on the other hand, have a
negative association with underwriter reputation (p5 0.002). This is consistent
with anecdotal evidence that top underwriters frequently dissuade VCs from
selling at the IPO.
The coe⁄cient estimated for the bubble dummy is not signi¢cant (p5 0.422).

This contrasts with the univariate results in Table II indicating a trend towards
more prestigious underwriters over the period.The multivariate results inTable
V suggest that the main cause of this trend is an increase over time in the type of
issuer that bene¢ts from choosing a more prestigious underwriter.
Using the predicted investment bank rankings from (5) as instruments, model

(6) provides consistent estimates of the e¡ect of underwriter reputation on price
revisions. Comparing columns (4) and (6) indicates that controlling for selection
has the predicted e¡ect of reducing the bank reputation coe⁄cient (by a third).
However, the bank coe⁄cient remains highly signi¢cant (p5 0.019) and positive,
so higher-ranked banks are still associated with greater price revisions, after
controlling for the endogeneity of bank choice.This ¢nding does not support the
notion that top-ranked underwriters deliberately exploited na|« ve or complacent
issuers, unless greater price revisions re£ect low-balling in the setting of the
price range rather than price discovery.19 Note also that the signi¢cance of the
VC sales coe⁄cient in the price revisions model increases to po0.05 when under-
writer choice is treated as endogenous.

19 Loughran and Ritter (2001) interpret the sharp increase in price revisions documented in
Table II as evidence of investment bankers low-balling the indicative price range as the ¢rst
stage of exploiting the complacency of issuers. Low-balling implies that subsequent price re-
visions are predictable on the basis of information that was known when the price range was
set. Testing this proposition is complicated by the asymmetry introduced when companies
withdraw their IPOs in response to negative feedback received during bookbuilding, as dis-
cussed earlier.
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B. Underpricing

As a starting point for the underpricing analysis, we estimate a simple regres-
sion of initial returns on dummy variables for high-tech and Internet ¢rms and
the bubble years 1999 and 2000:

Initial return ¼ 0:097
0:015

þ 0:163
0:029

hightechþ 0:371
0:053

Internetþ 0:303
0:058

bubble

Time cluster-adjusted standard errors are shown in italics beneath the coe⁄-
cient estimates.The R2 of the regression is 20.6 percent. If the increase in under-
pricing levels in the dot-com bubble was driven by changes in issuer incentives,
then the coe⁄cient on the bubble dummy should tend toward zero after control-
ling for issuer incentives.
Table VI reports the least-squares estimates of four models, mirroring those

in Table V, that again di¡er in the ownership and insider sales variables while
controlling for a ¢xed set of ¢rm and o¡er characteristics. In addition to the
variables included in the price revision regressions, we introduce several
additional ¢rm and o¡er characteristics based on the univariate results reported
in Tables I to IV. Habib and Ljungqvist (2001) model the e¡ect of partici-
pation and dilution on underpricing and show both theoretically and
empirically that initial returns are lower the more pre-IPO shareholders sell
or the greater the increase in shares outstanding as a result of the issuance
of primary stock. We therefore control for the participation ratio (the number
of secondary shares sold relative to pre-IPO shares outstanding) and the
dilution factor (the number of primary shares sold relative to pre-IPO shares
outstanding). We also conjecture that a directed share program creates an
incentive to underprice an o¡ering in order to bene¢t the targeted clienteles
and thus control for the size and presence of DSPs.
In addition to using log age, we include the intended use of proceeds as a

proxy for valuation uncertainty.When issuers plan to use the proceeds to ¢nance
operating expenses or working capital, we conjecture, there is greater uncer-
tainty about the ¢nancial sustainability of their business model. To capture
the partial adjustment phenomenon ¢rst documented by Hanley (1993), we
include the price revision relative to the midpoint of the ¢ling range, and to
allow for possible asymmetries in pricing (Lowry and Schwert (2002)), we
include a variable which equals the price revision if it is positive and zero
otherwise.
Once again, the coe⁄cient estimates are stable across all models, reported

in columns (7) to (11), and the explanatory power of the regressions is high
(R2 in excess of 45 percent). Among ¢rm characteristics, underpricing is
inversely related to the log of the issuing ¢rm’s age (po0.05). Consistent
with the ¢ndings of Habib and Ljungqvist (2001), underpricing is inversely
related to the participation ratio (po0.05 in model 9) and the dilution
factor (p5 0.066 or better across the models). In other words, underpricing
is more severe when current shareholders have less at stake in the level of
the o¡er price. Underpricing increases by about 0.7 percent for every 1 percent
increase in the fraction of the o¡ering set aside for directed share programs
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TableVI
Least-Squares Underpricing Regressions

The dependent variable in all regressions is the initial return (the ¢rst-day closing price relative to the o¡er price).The participation ratio is the
number of secondary shares sold at the IPO normalized by the number of pre-IPO shares outstanding.The dilution factor is the number of primary
shares issued normalized by the number of pre-IPO shares outstanding. Price revision1 equals the price revision between the midpoint of the ¢ling
range and the ¢nal o¡er price if positive, and zero otherwise. All other regressors are de¢ned as inTableV.The 2SLS regression in column (12) uses
models (5) and (6) inTableVas its ¢rst-stage. Standard errors are shown in italics.They are adjusted for time clustering by assuming that observa-
tions are independent for companies at di¡erent points in time, but not necessarily for companies which go public in the samemonth.Theyaremore
conservative thanWhite (1980) standard errors.We use n n n, n n, and n to denote signi¢cance at the 1 percent, 5 percent, and 10 percent levels (two-
sided), respectively.The number of observations is 2,175. (We lack age data for three ¢rms.)

(7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
DependentVariable Initial Return Initial Return Initial Return Initial Return Initial Return Initial Return

OLS OLS OLS OLS OLS 2SLS

Pre-IPO ownership
CEO stake � 0.053 0.009

0.035 0.030
CEO stake� internet dummy � 0.514 n nn

0.135
VC stake � 0.082 nn n � 0.080 n nn

0.028 0.028
Investment bank stake � 0.143 n nn � 0.127 nn n

0.039 0.038
Corporate stake � 0.105 n nn 0.135 n nn

0.036 0.035
Ownership concentration (Her¢ndahl) � 0.070 n n

0.029
Insider sales at the IPO
Size of insider sales � 0.172 nn

0.086
Size of CEO sales � 0.108 � 0.192

0.158 0.205
Size of VC sales � 0.221 nn � 0.193 nn

0.084 0.096
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Size of investment bank sales � 0.337 � 0.203
0.258 0.225

Size of corporate sales � 0.005 � 0.071
0.043 0.057

Firm and o¡er characteristics
ln(11age) � 0.026 n n � 0.026 n n � 0.024 n n � 0.025 n n � 0.025 n n � 0.026 n

0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.014
Participation ratio � 0.058 � 0.050 � 0.070 n n

0.038 0.037 0.035
Dilution factor � 0.040 nn � 0.038 n � 0.039 n n � 0.038 n � 0.037 n � 0.103 n n n

0.019 0.020 0.019 0.020 0.020 0.025
DSPas % of o¡er size 0.007 n n 0.008 nn 0.007 n n 0.007 nn 0.007 nn 0.014 n nn

0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.004
5 1 if main use of proceeds is opex 0.072 nn n 0.069 nn 0.071 nn n 0.078 nn n 0.077 n nn 0.097 n n n

0.026 0.026 0.026 0.027 0.027 0.034
Investment bank ranking 0.010 0.009 0.007 0.007 0.007 � 0.010

0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.009
Price revision 0.419 n n n 0.418 nn n 0.428n n n 0.424 nn n 0.427 nn n ^0.206

0.121 0.121 0.121 0.121 0.121 0.325
Price revision1 0.891 n n n 0.888 nn n 0.881 nn n 0.888 nn n 0.885 n nn 2.061 nn n

0.290 0.289 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.561
‘‘New economy’’
5 1 if high-tech industry 0.056 n n 0.059 n n 0.054 n n 0.056 nn 0.057 n n 0.049 n

0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.027
5 1 if Internet company 0.146 n n 0.231 nn n 0.145 nn 0.146 n n 0.145 nn 0.039

0.058 0.062 0.058 0.058 0.058 0.073
‘‘Bubble’’
5 1 if in 1999 or 2000 0.144 nn n 0.147 nn n 0.139 n nn 0.138 n nn 0.138 n n n 0.097 n

0.044 0.042 0.044 0.043 0.043 0.054
Constant 0.107nn 0.097 nn 0.097 nn 0.076 0.075 0.223 n nn

0.048 0.048 0.048 0.049 0.049 0.065
R2/McFadden’s R2 45.55 % 45.99 % 45.44 % 45.33 % 45.34 % 27.23 %
F-test all coe¡.50 37.41 nn n 44.12 nn n 38.63 n n n 42.06 nn n 35.78 nn n 32.43 n n n
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(po0.03). As conjectured, o¡erings aimed at funding operating expenses
are more severely underpriced, by about seven percentage points (po0.05 or
better).
In contrast to the strong e¡ect of investment bank ranking on price revisions,

bank reputation does not in£uence the degree of underpricing, after controlling
for other e¡ects. Thus, underwriter quality appears to in£uence initial returns
only indirectly by in£uencing price revisions. The indirect e¡ect is consistent
with the Benveniste and Spindt (1989) framework, formore active and prestigious
banks should have more leverage to extract information from investors, leading
to more aggressive proceeds revisions. A direct e¡ect would be more nearly con-
sistent with the Carter and Manaster (1990) and Booth and Smith (1986) frame-
work where prestigious underwriters transfer ‘‘certi¢cation’’ bene¢ts rather than
o¡er superior information production.
Our ¢nding of no direct e¡ect contrasts with Loughran and Ritter (2001), who

¢nd a negative and signi¢cant relation between underwriter prestige and initial
returns in 1990 to 1998 and a positive and signi¢cant relation in 1999 and 2000
(not reported).This suggests that the coe⁄cient may have changed over time. In-
teracting the reputation variable with the bubble dummy, we indeed ¢nd a posi-
tive and signi¢cant relation in 1999 and 2000. It is possible, however, that the
positive coe⁄cient is due to the modeling assumption that underwriter choice is
exogenous (see Habib and Ljungqvist (2001) for similar reasoning in the 1991 to
1995 period).We investigate this possibility in Section IV.
Underpricing is directly related to the magnitude of price revisions (po0.01),

and the statistical signi¢cance of price revision1 (po0.01) is consistent with
asymmetric partial adjustment of the sort envisioned by Benveniste and Spindt
(1989) and documented by Hanley (1993) and Lowry and Schwert (2002). In Table
II, we documented a rising frequency of positive revisions in 1999 and 2000, so
price revision1 may merely pick up a change in the slope of the relation between
price revisions and underpricing over the sample period. Replacing price revi-
sion1with an interaction term, price revisionbubble, that equals price revision in
1999 and 2000, and zero otherwise, produces similar coe⁄cients (results not
shown). Since the results reported in Table V indicate that price revisions be-
haved no di¡erently in 1999 and 2000 than in 1996 through 1998 after controlling
for insider sales and ¢rm characteristics, the interaction term must be inter-
preted with caution.We return to this problem in Section IV, where we estimate
a two-stage model of underpricing.
Controlling for ¢rm and transaction characteristics, the pre-IPO ownership

stakes of the CEO, venture capitalists, investment banks, and other corporations
(model (7)) all have a negative e¡ect on underpricing, signi¢cantly and strongly
so forVC (p5 0.005), investment bank (po0.001), and corporate (p5 0.005) stakes.
The lack of signi¢cance for the CEO ownership coe⁄cient is unexpected given
the results for the other ownership variables. Column (8) reports the results of
estimating a modi¢ed version of (7), in which we interact CEO ownership stakes
with the dummy identifying Internet companies.This interaction term has a ne-
gative and highly signi¢cant coe⁄cient (po0.001), suggesting that CEOs of Inter-
net companies behave much like VC, investment bank, or corporate owners in
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taking a greater interest in reducing underpricing, the larger their stakes. Simi-
lar results (not reported) obtainwhen interacting CEO ownership with the high-
tech dummy.
The importance of ownership may well have changed over the period, so we

test for di¡erences in slopes between 1996 through 1998 and 1999 through 2000
(not reported). In 1999 through 2000, the direct link between pre-IPO equity
stakes and how aggressively CEOs bargain over the o¡er price (as evidenced by
lower initial returns) is signi¢cantly stronger (p5 0.02) than in 1996 through
1998. The same is true of investment bank-held stakes, whose inverse relation
with initial returns is signi¢cantly stronger in 1999 through 2000 (p5 0.04). In
contrast,VC and corporate ownership show no signi¢cant variation over time in
their e¡ect on initial returns.
The inverse relation between investment bank ownership and initial returns

in (7) lends support to the agency hypothesis of Baron (1982) and Loughran
and Ritter (2001): If underpricing is in part caused by an agency con£ict between
issuers and underwriters, it is not surprising that it should be lower when
investment banks are shareholders, that is, when interests are better aligned.
Our ¢nding on this point contrasts with the earlier result of Muscarella and
Vetsuypens (1989) that investment banks underwriting their own IPOs in
the 1970s and 1980s su¡ered as muchunderpricing as other issuers. Alternatively,
recall that investment bank ownership includes all bank-held stakes, not
just those held by underwriters. Interacting the investment bank ownership
variable with a dummy variable equaling one when one (or more) of the
banks acts as an underwriter yields a statistically insigni¢cant coe⁄cient
(p5 0.39; results not reported). Thus, bank ownership reduces underpricing
whether or not the bank is involved in marketing and pricing the issue. It seems
plausible, therefore, that greater bank ownership reduces underpricing for
the same reason that greater VC ownership reduces underpricing: because it
pays more to do so.
Model (9) uses the Her¢ndahl measure of ownership concentration in place of

the individual stake variables. Its coe⁄cient is negative and signi¢cant
(p5 0.019), con¢rming our conjecture that greater ownership concentration
serves to increase o¡er prices and reduce underpricing.The e¡ect is signi¢cantly
stronger in 1999 through 2000 (p5 0.012; not shown).
The summary data provided earlier illustrated that the frequency and magni-

tude of secondary sales declined sharply in 1999 through 2000. Models (7) to (9)
include the participation ratio alongside the ownership variables and ¢nd a ne-
gative association between underpricing and overall secondary sales (normal-
ized by pre-IPO shares outstanding), con¢rming the earlier results of Habib
and Ljungqvist (2001). In models (10) and (11), we disaggregate the participation
ratio into sales by insiders as a group (10) and sales by CEOs,VCs, investment
banks, and other corporations (11).The di¡erence between the overall participa-
tion ratio and these disaggregated measures captures sales by other pre-IPO
shareholders who are not VCs, banks, or corporations, nor represented on the
board (e.g., ESOPs).We expect such ‘‘other’’ pre-IPO shareholders to have less in-
£uence on IPO pricing decisions, and therefore predict that the disaggregated
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measures in (10) and (11) have a larger e¡ect on underpricing than the overall
participation ratio used in (7) to (9).
The coe⁄cient estimates bear this out. Underpricing is signi¢cantly lower the

greater are sales by insiders as a group (p5 0.05 in (10)), and themagnitude of this
e¡ect is more than twice that of the overall participation ratio in (7) to (9).20 This
provides an interesting counterpoint to the observation by Bitler, Moskowitz,
andV|ssing-J^rgensen (2002) that higher insider selling is associated with lower
market-to-book ratios after the IPO.
Breaking out the e¡ects of sales by individual parties, model (11) shows that

underpricing correlates negatively with the size of sales for each type of owner,
but that once again the role of the venture capitalist is of greatest importance
(p5 0.011).TheVC e¡ect is large in economic magnitude. Going from noVC sales
to its maximum, underpricing falls from 35.8 percent to 22.1 percent, holding all
other covariates in model (11) at their sample means.21 Controlling separately for
the relation between insider sales and underpricing in 1999 through 2000, we ¢nd
that CEO sales in those two yearsFthough rareFare associated with reduced
underpricing (p5 0.01; results not reported). All other coe⁄cients are stable over
time.
Having controlled for the ¢rm and o¡er characteristics we know to have chan-

ged during the dot-com bubble, it is revealing to compare the coe⁄cients esti-
mated for the high-tech, Internet, and bubble dummies to their counterparts in
the simple regression reported at the beginning of this section.The coe⁄cients
for both the high-tech and Internet dummy variables, while remaining statisti-
cally signi¢cant at the 5 percent level, have now declined by more than 60 percent
in magnitude. Similarly, the coe⁄cient for the bubble dummy, after controlling
for additional e¡ects, is less than half its former magnitude. In other words, after
controlling for ¢rm characteristics, transaction characteristics, ownership
structure, and insider selling, the di¡erence in underpricing between the dot-
com bubble and the 1996 to 1998 period is much reduced.

IV. RobustnessTests

A. Reverse Causality

We have interpreted the dramatic decrease in insider sales over the sample
period as leading to a reduction in owners’ incentives to bargain e¡ectively
for a higher o¡er price. Thus, regressions (10) and (11) treat the insider sales

20Aggarwal, Krigman, and Womack (2002) ¢nd that initial returns increase in the fraction
of equity retained by management, which is consistent with our results.

21The negative coe⁄cient estimated for the size of the VC stake in regressions (7) and (8)
does not enable us to discriminate between our agency interpretation and the certi¢cation
argument o¡ered by Megginson and Weiss (1991). On the other hand, one might expect the
certi¢cation argument to cut in the opposite direction in regressions (11) and (12) where we
use the size of VC sales instead. Speci¢cally, if VC share retention serves as a bonding me-
chanism in support of a certi¢cation function, the Megginson^Weiss interpretation implies a
positive coe⁄cient estimate for the size of VC sales.
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variables as exogenous with respect to underpricing. It is possible, however,
that causality runs the other way: Owners who expect underpricing to be
high, due to the state of the IPO market, may decide to sell fewer or no shares
in their IPO. In that case, the insider sales variables are endogenous to
expected underpricing and so, possibly, to realized underpricingFthe left-
hand-side variable in columns (10) and (11) of Table VI. We can thus not be
sure that the coe⁄cients reported in (10) and (11) are estimated consistently
using OLS.22

To test for consistency, we perform a Durbin^Wu^Hausman (DWH) test (Da-
vidson and MacKinnon (1993) pp. 237f). As an instrument, we use the average in-
itial return of all IPOs in the same Fama^French industry as sample ¢rm i,
measured over the three months up to the date of i’s ¢rst SEC ¢ling.We refer to
this variable as lagged underpricing. Given that underpricing is quite persistent
over periods of three months (Lowryand Schwert (2002)), this instrument may be
a good proxy for the level of underpricing insiders expectedwhen theydecided on
their secondary sales. Since we only have one instrument, we cannot separately
test the consistency of sales by each owner category in (11). Instead, we focus on
aggregate insider sales in (10).
Lagged underpricing has the expected negative e¡ect on insider sales

decisions (p5 0.004), without being correlated with the residuals of the
underpricing regression (10). It thus appears to be a valid instrument. This is
consistent with Lowry and Schwert’s (2002) ¢nding that lagged underpricing
contains no information about a ¢rm’s eventual initial return. The DWH test
statistic of F1,216251.73 is not signi¢cant (p5 0.188), so we cannot reject the
null hypothesis that the OLS estimate for insider sales reported in Table VI is
consistent.

B. Endogeneity Considerations

The underpricing regressions in models (7) to (11) in Table VI treat both
underwriter choice and the degree of price revisions as exogenous. However,
estimation of model (5) in Table V suggests that underwriter choice is better
treated as endogenous to a ¢rm’s characteristics. Moreover, the Benveniste^
Spindt framework suggests that price revisions and underpricing be modeled
simultaneously: Conditional on information revealed during bookbuilding,
the underwriter simultaneously determines the o¡er price (and therefore the
price revision) and how much money to leave on the table (the initial return).
In this view, large positive revisions re£ect the acquisition of considerable infor-
mation, and so map into large initial returns aimed at compensating investors
for revealing private information. Therefore, we estimate a two-stage model
that treats both underwriter choice and price revisions in the underpricing
regression as endogenous. We use the predicted values for underwriter
ranks and price revisions from models (5) and (6) in Table V, respectively, in

22 The level of pre-IPO inside ownership and its breakdown should be predetermined and so
una¡ected by expected underpricing. Thus, we have no reason to expect the coe⁄cients in (7)
through (9) to be inconsistently estimated.
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the model (11) speci¢cation of the underpricing regression.23,24 Column (12) in
TableVI reports the results.
A comparison of the OLS coe⁄cients in (11) and the 2SLS coe⁄cients in (12)

reveals little change in the in£uence of insider selling and the ¢rm characteris-
tics, so our previous results for these variables appear robust.When treated as
potentially endogenous, underwriter reputation switches sign, to having a nega-
tive relation with underpricing, but remains statistically insigni¢cant. If we
allow the e¡ect of underwriter reputation to have changed in 1999 and 2000
(not reported), we ¢nd a negative and signi¢cant relation in 1996 through 1998
(p5 0.073) and a positive and signi¢cant relation in 1999 and 2000 (p5 0.035).This
mirrors the results of Loughran and Ritter (2001).
Of the two price revision terms, only the positive-only term is signi¢cant in the

2SLS estimates.This implies that, controlling for the simultaneity of price revi-
sions and underpricing, underwriters adjust o¡er prices fully to negative infor-
mation and partially to positive information.
The primary changes in the 2SLS model concern the coe⁄cients for Internet

IPOs and the bubble years: Both drop sharply in magnitude and neither is
statistically signi¢cant at the ¢ve percent level. The coe⁄cient on the high-tech
dummy does not decline as sharply, but it, too, is no longer signi¢cant at
the ¢ve percent level. By implication, the signi¢cant coe⁄cients estimated
for Internet and high-tech IPOs in the OLS model (11) may simply re£ect
their greater degree of information production (see models (1) to (4) and (6)
in Table V), which, in turn, has to be ‘‘paid for’’ with increased underpricing.
Controlling for this possibility, as in model (12), any additional underpricing
associated with Internet and high-tech IPOs is, at most, marginally statistically
signi¢cant.

C. Identi¢cation

The regression models in TablesVandVI assume that the e¡ects of the bubble
dummy variable and the other control variables can be separately identi¢ed. Con-
sistent with this assumption, the (absolute) correlation between the bubble dum-
myand anyof the ownership and selling characteristics never exceeds 0.175.Thus,
it seems unlikely that the bubble dummy and the ownership and selling charac-
teristics are essentially the same thing. As for the remaining control variables,
the regressor that the bubble dummy correlates with the most is the size of the
directed share programs (0.441). Given the dramatic rise in such programs over

23 In using the predicted values for underwriter ranks from model (5), we assume that VC-
backing and intended o¡er size are valid instruments in the underpricing regression, that is,
that neither correlates with initial returns. This is the case in our data (the Davidson^Mac-
Kinnon (1993) test of overidentifying restrictions has p5 0.21), but it may be surprising in
view of Megginson and Weiss’s (1991) ¢nding that VC-backing is associated with lower under-
pricing in 1983 through 1987. However, the evidence regarding suchVC certi¢cation is mixed.
Barry et al. (1990) ¢nd that there is no association between VC-backing and underpricing in
1978 through 1987, and Benveniste et al. (2003) ¢nd no such association in 1985 through 2000.

24 The positive-only term is instrumented from the ¢rst-stage predicted values of the price
revisions in (6).
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the period, this is not surprising, though it raises the questionwhether the e¡ect
of DSPs reported inTableVI is driven by the bubble years.
To shed further light on this, we have reestimated the regression models dur-

ing the prebubble years 1996 through 1998.Though not reported, we ¢nd that un-
derpricing still increases in the size of directed share programs.The coe⁄cient
estimates vary from 0.006 to 0.007 across the various model speci¢cations, and so
are indistinguishable from the coe⁄cient estimates reported inTableVI.We also
continue to ¢nd that underpricing is higher the less equityVCs (p5 0.01), invest-
ment banks (p5 0.06), and corporates (p5 0.05) hold and the less VCs sell
(p5 0.025). The associated coe⁄cients are not signi¢cantly di¡erent, as a group,
from those reported inTableVI.Thus, there appears to be enough cross-sectional
variation in the ownership and selling characteristics even in the earlier years to
identify their e¡ects on initial returns.

D. OmittedVariable Bias

It is conceivable that we have omitted a variable related to both underpricing
and pre-IPO ownership structure and/or insider selling behavior, in which case
the association we document could be driven by the omitted variable. For exam-
ple, say the ¢rms going public in 1999 and 2000 were more dependent on external
capital before the IPO than companies going public in the earlier years.This may
explain why ¢rms in 1999 and 2000 were more frequently VC-backed, and why
ownership was more fragmented in general.We ¢nd some support for this conjec-
ture: Companies that have lower revenues and fewer sales and that go public pri-
marily to fund operating expenses are associated with signi¢cantly more
fragmented ownership (not reported). At the same time, such ¢rmsmayhave been
inherently harder to value, leading to larger underpricing.
As this example illustrates, it is important to control for the type of ¢rm going

public.The variables we use for this purposeFuse of proceeds, log age, and ‘‘new
economy’’Fmay not capture all dimensions of ¢rm type. We have investigated
three othersFlog sales, log assets, and pre-IPO pro¢tabilityFbut none of them
is signi¢cant in the underpricing regressions. Including a full set of Fama and
French (1997) industry e¡ects instead of the ‘‘new economy’’ dummies does not
alter our conclusions either, although in this speci¢cation, several of the other
control variables become considerably more signi¢cant.

V. Conclusion

The data and analysis presented in this paper illustrate that the aberrant pri-
cing behavior witnessed during the dot-com bubble can be at least partially ac-
counted for by marked changes in pre-IPO ownership structure and insider
selling behavior over the same period. Pre-IPO CEO ownership stakes were half
their former level and ownership fragmentation increased sharply.The frequency
and magnitude of secondary sales byall insiders, especially CEOs, declined shar-
ply. Finally, directed share programs, which provided for purchase of shares by
‘‘friends and family’’at the (discounted) o¡er price, becameubiquitous. After con-
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trolling for these changes, the 1999 through 2000 period is noteworthy more for
these changes than for the simple fact that valuations and underpricing simulta-
neously skyrocketed.We have not attempted to explain this massive restructur-
ing of incentives.
It is worth noting that while insider percentage holdings declined over the

sample period, o¡er prices increased. The net e¡ect was for the dollar value of
insider holdings (valued at the o¡er price) to increase monotonically over the
sample period.Thus insiders’expected utility from bargaining more aggressively
over the o¡er price may have declined at the margin with their growing wealth.
This might be interpreted as a nonbehavioral version of the Loughran and Ritter
(2001) complacency argument.
Alternatively, the high visibility of a severely discounted IPO might serve a

marketing function. Demers and Lewellen (2002) provide support for this hypoth-
esis by showing that ¢rms with larger initial returns received more press cover-
age and, in the case of Internet ¢rms, attracted more tra⁄c at their web sites.
Stoughton,Wong, and Zechner (2001) formalize this idea in a model where high-
quality ¢rms distinguish themselves, and thereby build product market share, by
incurring the indirect cost of underpricing and subjecting themselves to the
scrutiny of secondary market investors engaged in costly information produc-
tion. One prediction generated by the model is that high-quality ¢rms in indus-
tries subject to network externalities are more likely to satisfy the necessary
conditions for going public.These ¢rms simultaneously will be characterized by
higher insider equity retention.
Finally, it is possible that neither standard rational nor behavioral models

can fully explain investor behavior in 1999 and 2000. Suppose, for whatever
reason, that investors were simply optimistic in the extreme. Issuing ¢rm
insiders might rationally have chosen to go public, sell relatively little of the
¢rm, while hoping to liquidate their stakes after having them bid up to astrono-
mical levels but before the bubble burst. Investment banks and their analysts
might have exploited their investor relationships to fan the £ames of excessive
optimism in spite of the threat to their reputations. This story is consistent
with the spirit of the recent SEC investigation of the investment banking indus-
try, but for researchers, it obviously raises at least as many questions as it might
answer.
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